Utilization of a telephone interactive voice-response tobacco cessation support service in the Islamic Republic of Iran
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ABSTRACT Telephone smoking cessation counselling is a very cost-effective means of reaching dependent smokers in a population. We investigated the frequency of contacts and the types of topics that people accessed after a national telephone helpline was set up in the Islamic Republic of Iran at the beginning of 2011. From a total of 23 979 calls received over a 24-month period, 26.5% of callers hung up without selecting any menus. The most frequently accessed menu was addresses of smoking cessation support services (23.9%), followed by methods of smoking cessation (14.0%), self-help materials for quitting smoking (11.8%) and nicotine dependence assessment (10.4%). The average number of contacts decreased dramatically after the first month of the service but there was a significant increase in the 2 months preceding the feast of Ramadan. Religious messages provide a good opportunity to engage individuals in smoking cessation and may be useful in the planning of media campaigns.
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Introduction

The prevalence of smoking in the Islamic Republic of Iran was reported in the 2012 Tobacco atlas to be about 12% in the general population (25% in males and 2% in females) and ranked in the middle compared with other countries in the Eastern Mediterranean Region [1]. In the absence of appropriate measures in the field of tobacco control, the number of consumers of tobacco globally is predicted to continue to increase. Quitting smoking is a challenge for the majority of smokers [2,3], yet, with support from cessation counselling, smokers can increase the likelihood of overcoming their dependence [4]. Treatment of tobacco dependence includes a variety of techniques such as medical consultations, prescription of medications and telephone counselling. The cost of these techniques varies and they do not affect all smokers equally [5]. Cessation counselling at each medical visit reinforces the need to quit smoking [6,7], and consultations by health interns can also increase smokers’ quit rates [8,9].

Making smoking cessation counselling available to the total population of a country by telephone is a very useful and cost-effective means of reaching dependent smokers. These services are cheap, accessible and confidential and can accommodate smokers who are not able to call during office hours. Moreover, these services are available to residents of remote areas and can provide information to specific groups of people [10,11]. Traditional smoking cessation counselling by phone has shown significant results, although this only responds to calls initiated by smokers. Some cessation counselling helplines provide complementary services via the Internet and also allow continued use of the service as well as information about other related services [12,13].

In the Islamic Republic of Iran, smoking cessation services began in 1998 with the launch of the first smoking cessation clinic by the Tobacco Prevention and Control Research Center [14,15]. Due to limitations of time and distance, attending these courses of treatment was impossible for many clients, and in 2005 this Centre established the first smoking cessation counselling telephone helpline with the use of physician operators [16]. However, making the service available at all times of the day and on holidays was not possible, and many clients failed to make contact because of busy lines. Therefore, in 2011 the first interactive voice-response (IVR)-based helpline for smoking cessation counselling in the country was established at our Centre. By using this system, smart evaluation of callers can be made and the best guidance for smoking cessation can be delivered.

The primary objective of this study was to evaluate the utilization rate of the newly established IVR helpline in the Islamic Republic of Iran and the secondary objective was to determine the most important information that smokers need.

Method

This was a cross-sectional study carried out over 24 months from 2010 to 2012.

System design

A national IVR-based telephone helpline was established for the Tehran area in 2010 using the computer telephony software AA Client, version 4.2.7.7, with an application generator output by the Tazarv Afzar Company based in the Islamic Republic of Iran.

Based on domestic and foreign researchers’ experiences, we created 8 main menus to cover the following topics: hazards of smoking; methods of smoking cessation; self-help materials for smoking cessation; waterpipe smoking; medical treatments for smoking cessation; address of centres which provide smoking cessation services; level of nicotine dependence; and effects of smoking cessation (Figure 1). A caller to the helpline hears an introductory message with descriptions of each topic and enters the relevant number on the keypad to be routed to the topic areas and various branches within topics. Verbal messages, prepared using relevant educational materials based on up-to-date scientific resources, were collected in submenus for 4 of the topics—hazards of smoking; self-help materials for smoking cessation; waterpipe smoking; and the address of cessation centres. Listeners can make use of these according to their interests, time and needs. For the other 3 topics—effects of smoking cessation, methods of smoking cessation and medical treatments of cessation—after hearing about some initial materials, the caller can access supplementary topics by selecting numbers in the same menu. For the topic on nicotine dependence level, the caller’s level of tobacco dependency can be assessed smartly through his/her answers to an audio version of the Fagerström test for nicotine dependence [17]. The responses are assessed by smart software and results in individualized recommendation about appropriate cessation methods.

Implementation and data collection

The helpline was initially publicized nationally using 2 announcements in 2 popular newspapers in December 2010 and 4 announcements on the national Radio Health programme in early 2011. Following public promotion, the helpline started to receive calls from the beginning of 2011. After 24 months of operation, the number of callers to the helpline, menus selected, hours of contact and the time taken for each call were recorded and analysed.

Data analysis

The data are presented in the form of frequency distributions, means and standard deviation (SD) and the t-test
Figure 1. Menu and sub-menu structure of the smoking cessation counseling interactive voice response helpline.
was used to test for differences where appropriate. Descriptive statistics, percentages, frequencies and the t-test were used in this study. Statistical significance was set at P-value < 0.05. Analyses were conducted using SPSS, version 17.0, and Microsoft Excel.

Results

During the first 24 months of monitoring the service, the number of calls to the helpline totalled 23,979. From all calls, 6,212 callers (26.5%) hung up without selecting any menus or submenu branches. The remaining calls were routed to the next level of menus and then to submenu branches. The results indicated that the address of centres offering smoking cessation services was the most commonly accessed topic (used 5,741 times, 23.9%). The next most frequently accessed topics were methods of smoking cessation (14.0%), self-help materials for quitting smoking (11.8%) and the nicotine dependence assessment (Fagerström test) (10.4%). The other 4 menus combined accounted for 14.9% of all contacts (Table 1).

In the first month of its operation, 7,434 contacts were made to the helpline. After that, the number of calls decreased dramatically and the average number of calls to the helpline in the other 23 months of the survey was 614 (SD 720) per month. However, in May and June 2011, the number of calls were 1455 and 1175 respectively and in May and June 2012 1942 and 2309 respectively, and these were significantly higher than during the other months after the first month (t-test, P < 0.05) (Figure 2).

Of the total calls, 8,633 (36%) were made from 08:00 to 16:00 hours, 12,757 (53.2%) from 16:00 to 24:00, and 2,589 (10.8%) from 24:00 to 08:00. The average time per call was 6.5 (SD 4.0) minutes.

Discussion

Our experience with the first smoking cessation counselling IVR phone line in the Islamic Republic of Iran indicated that, following the high initial public interest (presumably due to the initial media coverage), the Muslim feast of Ramadan was a key opportunity for providing support for smokers to quit.

When we analysed the number of calls and the topics which were accessed by callers, the highest percentage was to the address of centres which offer cessation services. This suggests a lack of sufficient publicity about these centres to the overall smoker population. An important point to note is that about 26.5% of calls ended at the main introduction menu of the system with no submenus accessed. This could be because the caller expected to talk to a person or a doctor and was not satisfied to hear a recorded message [18,19].

The number of calls in the first year and especially in the first month of launch of the helpline was very high. Media advertisements for launching this service presumably generated considerable interest, but after that the average volume of calls reduced dramatically, probably due to the lack of sustained media coverage. A similar trend was seen in another study [20].

We demonstrated that the number of calls to the smoking cessation IVR helpline increased dramatically in the months before Ramadan (which coincided with mid-July of 2011 and 2012). This could be due to an increased tendency of Muslim smokers to attempt to quit smoking before Ramadan and to their need for support in refraining from smoking during daylight hours as part of their fasting duties during this month. Because this service can provide the basic information easily and with minimal cost, it is clearly justified. Similar results have not been reported previously, and to our knowledge no comparable studies have been performed. This could be due to lack of sufficient smoking cessation phone lines in many Islamic countries, or because in countries where this service is provided there are fewer Muslims, or even if the contacts are made they are not related to Ramadan.

Other researchers have reported that sudden increases in the number of calls to smoking cessation phone lines can be linked to specific reasons. Harwel et al. in their study in the United States of America (USA) observed an increased number of calls to a smoking cessation phone line after the tax on cigarettes was raised and prices increased [21]. Willemse et al. in The Netherlands noted an increase in telephone contacts related to adding new European Union visual warnings on cigarette packets [22]. Studies in the USA, by Bush et al. [23] and Deprey et al. [24], have also shown that other incentives in the form of free nicotine replacement patches

| Table 1 Frequency distribution of interactive voice-response menus accessed by callers (n = 23,979) to the tobacco cessation helpline in the first 24 months |
|---------------------------------|------------------|----------------|
| Menu topic                      | No. of calls     | %              |
| Introduction only (caller hung up) | 6212             | 26.5           |
| Address of smoking cessation centres | 5741             | 23.9           |
| Methods of smoking cessation     | 3270             | 14.0           |
| Self-help                        | 2757             | 11.8           |
| Nicotine dependence assessment   | 2444             | 10.4           |
| Cigarette cessation effects      | 1307             | 5.5            |
| Drug treatments for cessation    | 859              | 3.2            |
| Smoking harm                     | 763              | 3.0            |
| Waterpipe smoking                | 626              | 2.1            |
were the reason for increased contact with smoking cessation phone lines. This could be considered as an important subject in other Islamic countries in which Ramadan fasting duties provide an incentive to quit or reduce the consumption of tobacco.

There were some imitations to the study. Because the telephone numbers of individuals in this study were kept confidential, the effectiveness of the service in terms of users’ self-reported success at quitting and their comments about why and how they used the IVR were not investigated.

In conclusion, the results showed that the address of smoking cessation centres were the most requested service of the helpline and that more people seemed to wish smoking cessation counselling in the period just before Ramadan. Religious messages provide a good opportunity to engage individuals in smoking cessation and may be useful in the planning of media campaigns.
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